As an alternative to the use of embedded formulas, it is proposed that local truncation errors might be estimated by a generalization of the method of Ceschino and Kuntzmann (1963) . Computed solution values over several successive steps, together with computed derivatives, are used to obtain an accurate approximation to the local truncation error using a Hermite interpolation formula. In this paper, it is shown how a
Introduction
While the most popular methods of local error estimation for Runge-Kutta methods involve the embedding of two or more methods within a single step, the additional cost of this technique is a disadvantage. If further stages are added to allow for the accurate production of dense output, the extra cost, in terms of derivative evaluations, can be considerable and becomes an increasingly heavy overhead as the order increases.
In this paper a method of error estimation proposed originally by Stoller and Morrison [6] , then generalized, for the fixed-step case, by Ceschino and Kuntzmann [2] is recalled. More recently, this method has been discussed in [1, 5] .
The idea is to combine computed y and f values at the end of sufficiently many consecutive steps to enable an error estimate to be computed. If, for example, the stepsize h has been maintained constant over three steps computed using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, and the problem being solved is sufficiently smooth, then the solution and derivative values over these steps satisfy where fn_k =f( Y~_~) for k = 0, 1, 2, 3. Denote the expressions on the left-hand sides of (1.2) by E, and of (1.3) by E,. Either of these may be used as an estimate of local truncation error.
In Section 2, a generalization of this procedure to the variable-stepsize case is discussed. The aim is to allow stepsizes to vary freely and to compute the variable-stepsize generalization of E,, or E,, with the linear combination of solution and derivative values appropriate to the situation, computed as the solution proceeds. To perform this determination of the estimate, with as little extra cost as possible, the use of updatable divided differences is proposed.
As seen above, there is some degree of freedom in the details of the estimation procedure in that either E, or E, can be used. In Section 3 the use of E,, E,, and possible variants, is discussed. In particular, the fixed-stepsize fourth-order case is examined in the hope that the experience gained will give an insight for later studies of the variable-stepsize case.
Section 4 contains the results of some experiments performed with a limited set of test problems. These give sufficient support to the techniques discussed in this paper to warrant further investigations.
In Section 5 a further use of the divided-difference table, generated as an intrinsic part of the error estimation procedure, is discussed as a source of information for producing dense output.
The variable-stepsize generalization
To generalize the estimate used in the previous section, suppose that the stepsize in step number IZ is h, =x, -x, _ I. Then equations (1.1) can be rewritten as follows: /h,. It is assumed that the stepsize ratios are bounded above The next step is to apply the confluent divided-difference operator to y(x) at the points x =x,, x,-i, X,-l, x,-2, x,-2, x,-3, x,-3, to obtain the generalized E,, and at the points x =x,, x,, x,-i, X,-l, x,-2, x,-2, x,-3, to obtain the generalized E,. Assuming that y is sufficiently smooth, then the result computed is O(h6,>. By applying the divided-difference operations to the terms on the right-hand sides of (2.11, and omitting the O(hE) terms, two confluent divided-difference tables are obtained, one involving computed solutions and computed derivatives and the other involving the coefficients of E occurring in (2.1). Thus approximations to the local truncation error can readily be found.
Once the differences are constructed for the initial fixed steps, it is then necessary only to calculate the lower diagonals of the confluent divided-difference tables as the solution proceeds with each new step. If the fourth-order case is considered, then the ratio of the sixth differences gives the value C, where E = Ch:, and hence the variable-stepsize version of the estimate is generated. The two confluent divided-difference tables are initially generated in the format shown in Table 1 . In this table, Y,,, and Z, k, where IZ -3 G m G IZ and 0 G k G 6, are scaled divided differences derived from the usual divided differences Yj k and Z, k as follows: analogous variable-stepsize versions of the estimates E, and E, are given by E,= -
XT, Zr%
Fhz and E, = ---hz. z** (2.8) n,6 n,6
If the two tables are constructed with an initial three fixed steps, for a fourth-order method, from there on variable steps can be taken and it is only necessary to calculate the two diagonals Y n + l,o * * * Y n+ i 6 and Z,, r o . . . Z, + I 6, in the step from X, to X, + r, for each difference table. The following algorithm generates 'the two diagonals of the confluent divided-difference table of y. In the above algorithm, p is the order of the Runge-Kutta method, A4 is the initial number of fixed steps and N is the total number of steps taken by the solution. The value of M is related to p as follows I 3(p + 3), for E, when p is odd,
, for E, when p is odd, (2.9) i(p + 2), for E, and E, when p is even.
Note that this algorithm is written as though the values of y,, and f, are available for all steps at the time it is obeyed. In practice, of course, the successive diagonals are computed and removing the line which updates the value of y[n -11 at the end of the algorithm. It should be noted that the ratio q[n] used in the algorithm is the reciprocal of the ratio r,,,.
Discussion of various choices
For methods of odd order there are two possible estimates of E, one which does not use the derivative value at X, and a second which does, but consequently requires the introduction of an extra step. For methods of even order there are also two possible estimates of E, one which does not use the derivative value at x, and a second which does, both using the same number of steps, e.g., for fourth-order these correspond to E, and E,.
Considering the even-order case, it is noted that the error estimates omit a derivative value from one end of the group of steps. Two further error estimates, which utilize all the derivative values but omit a solution value from one end of the group of steps, can be constructed by taking a suitable linear combination of the first two estimates. Thus, for fourth-order the two estimates are given by i(lOE, -E,) and $(lOE, -E,), which are determined as (3.2) Denote the expressions on the left-hand sides of (3.1) and (3.2) by E, and E,. Either of these may also be used as an estimate of local truncation error.
To evaluate the merits of these four estimates of local truncation error, each was applied to problems Al-A5 in the nonstiff DETEST set of [4], using the following two fourth-order methods: The algorithm started from x0 = 0 and proceeded in groups of three fixed steps of variable length with the length of the final group of steps reduced to reach the endpoint xf = 20 exactly. The steplength for a group of steps was calculated by the formula
-
3) with a safety factor of SF = 0.9 and a tolerance of To1 = 10P3, 10m6 and 10P9. The initial steplength was taken as 0.04 in all tests. For each combination of problem, method and tolerance each of the four estimates was used and a comparison made with the exact local truncation error in the sequence of steps. Using an appropriate measure of the overall agreement, the four estimates were placed in order of merit as shown in Table 2 .
A reading of Table 2 suggests that there is no clear-cut pattern indicating a uniform advantage for any of the four estimates. It is also seen that the choice between the two underlying Runge-Kutta methods has a significant influence on the preferred estimate. Until more detailed studies show otherwise, there appears to be every reason for choosing either E, or E,, as they are the best estimates in 14 of the 30 tests and the worst estimates in only three of the tests. E, and E, are also more convenient to incorporate into a program.
Experimental results
In this section, the results of some preliminary investigations, aimed at comparing performance of the estimates proposed here with that of a traditional embedded scheme, presented. The variable-stepsize versions of the E, and E, estimates, in each case applied to the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (Method 1 of Section 3), are compared with a six-stage embedded scheme incorporating a fifth-order method for error estimation purposes, along with a fourth-order method for solution propagation. The latter method, proposed by Fehlberg, is quoted in [l, p.3061.
In Tables 3-7 , one for each of the DETEST problems Al-A5, three tolerances are used for each of the three local truncation error estimation procedures. The values tabulated are the global error at the endpoint xf = 20, which is reached exactly by the final step, and in parentheses the total number of function evaluations required to reach the endpoint.
A comparison of the results for this small selection of problems, and with the implementations that have been used, suggests that there is not much between the two forms of the new method or between either of them and the embedded method. However, the results are at least encouraging enough to warrant further investigation of the new approach, and work on this is proceeding. Gladwell [3] has discussed the use of Hermite interpolation with a Runge-Kutta formula over two successive steps to provide approximations to the solution at points within the steps, i.e., dense output. As a by-product of the error control mechanism described here, dense output is available at a modest cost.
Dense output proposal
Suppose, for example, that in the implementation of a fourth-order method the generalized version of the E, estimate is in use. The confluent divided differences that have been built up for this purpose can be used to provide coefficients in the representation of a fourth-order Hermite interpolation polynomial, written in terms of the basis
Although this approach to dense output has some disadvantages over methods which make use of data from the current step, the fact that no additional stages are needed for its facilitation gives it a strong claim to further consideration.
To investigate the quality of the dense output obtained from the divided-difference table the following test was implemented. The variable-stepsize versions of the E, and E, estimates, in each case applied to the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (Method 1 of Section 31, were used to solve each of the DETEST problems Al-A5. When the solution stepped past an integer point xi in the interval (0, 201, the algorithm stopped and carried out a backwards interpolation from the endpoint of the step to the integer point to give yi,j for j = 1, 2,. . . ,20.
In order to provide a comparison, the algorithm then went back to the beginning of the step and performed a single step out to the integer point to give Y,,~. The solution stopped at the first step beyond the point x = 20. The difference between the interpolated solution yi,j and the Runge-Kutta solution Y,,~ should be small, for each j, if the quality of the dense output is good. As a measure of the agreement between these two solutions, the relative difference I Yi,j -Ym,j I , y,,j, , for j = 1,. . . ,20, (5.1) was recorded at each of the xj for problems A2-A5. For problem Al the relative difference was changed to the difference between yi,j and y,,j, since the solution to problem Al is the negative exponential function which approaches ze,ro within the range of the solution and so the use of a relative difference is inappropriate. Hence, for problem Al, I yi,j -Y,,~ I was recorded. Then the mean and maximum values of recorded differences were calculated for each of the problems using the three tolerances 10-3, lop6 and 10m9. The mean values and, in parentheses, the maximum values are given in Table 8 . It is seen from Table 8 that, for this test, there is good agreement between the interpolated solutions and the Runge-Kutta solutions. In particular, it is noted that the mean value is less than the tolerance used by the Runge-Kutta method in all but a few cases, and in the main this is also true for the maximum value and it is true that all the maximum values are less than 10 times the tolerance.
The test was then modified to incorporate more output points by interpolating the solution at 19 equally-spaced points within each step. The Runge-Kutta solution was calculated at each of these points by taking single steps from the beginning of the step. The mean values and, in Table 9 The mean and maximum value of recorded differences for 19 interpolation points between steps To1 parentheses, the maximum values, together with the total number of interpolation points, are given in Table 9 . Table 9 shows a pattern similar to that in Table 8 . It would appear from the results in Tables  8 and 9 that the E, estimate is giving better interpolated solutions than the E, estimate. This may be explained by the fact that the E, estimate is using the nearest derivative values within the group of steps.
